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north-east of Midnapore, and the " Old Tower " of last century
maps. It indicated the old boundary between Bengal and
Orissa. There was another near Bourgengal (Marshall's Burra-
jungull) north of Rajmahal (see Valentyn, op. cit.).
The districts of Midnapore and Hijili belonged to the Kingdom
of Orissa in the time of the Muharmnadan Kings and early
Mughals. In Todar Mai's rent-roll (c. 1582 a.d.) they are shown
together as one sarkar of Orissa. Blochmann was led by Valentijn
to think that the country as far as Balasore was attached to
Bengal in Shah Shuja's Viccroyalty ; but from Marshall's state-
ment it is evident that up to 1670, that is ten years later than
Shah Shuja's rule, the southern part of Midnapore District was
still considered to be in Orissa.
 20.	Cottan does not appear in Rennell.    It was probably in the
neighbourhood of the Katapokhur of the S.S.
 21.	Jahanabad, the name of which was changed, in 1900, to
Arambagh, to avoid confusion with a Jahanabad in Gaya District.
It was a place of importance in Marshall's day as it was on the
old road from Midnapore to Burdwan.    There is no trace now of
the   " very  great"   pagoda,   which   has   probably   disappeared
owing to the encroachments of the river.    See Hugh Dist. Gaz.,
PP- 243-4.

 22.	The Bangamura of R., 1774, and the Bhangamorah of the
Indian Atlas Sheet 121 of 1866.    It does not appear on the S.S.
 23.	The Deneacolly of R., 1774.    Compare Streynsham Master,
op. cit. " Denia Colly within a dayes Journey of Hugly."
 24.	Marshall's statements as to the varying extent of a ko$
(measure of distance) in different districts are very interesting.
In his Diary of I4th February he makes  " 3^ Course "  equal
10 miles, or 2f- miles ? to the kos.    Later (28th February) he says
that 3 miles go to a kos in the same Province (Orissa).    Now he
gives the extent of a Bengal kos as 2 J miles.
The Mughal kos averaged 4558 yards, that is more than 2$ miles
and less than 2| miles. For remarks on this land measurement
see Travels of Peter Mundy, ed. Temple, ii. 66-7, 272. See also
Journ. of John Jourdain, ed. Foster, p. 141, n. 4.
25.	For Shem Bridges, see ante, note 9.    For a biography of
Walter Clavell, who arrived in India in 1668 and succeeded Shem
Bridges as " Chief "  in " the Bay/'  see Ind.  Ant,  xxiv.  2x6.
Clavell died 3rd August, 1677.
Edward Reade, who had married Mary, a daughter of Thomas
Winter, brother of the turbulent Governor of Fort St. George,
1661-1668, had been in India since 1661, and was taken into the
Company's service in 1669. At this date he was head of the
factory at Balasore. For a notice of him and a list of MSS,

